
Re-engagement

Another app

Special offer

Re-engagement 
techniques identify 
someone who has 
downloaded an 
app and then 
entices them use 
the app more or 
start using it again 
after a break.

Special offer

Deep-linking Push 
notifications

Mobile &
online ads

Some App

Special offer

Another app

Special offer

Learn more in our whitepaper www.adjust.com

App store

Download

Re-engagement and retargeting campaigns need to be 
re-attributed to the new engagement source.

The attributed user then clicks on a re-engagement campaign in a app. 
The deep-link takes them straight into your app. If the target app is deleted, 

the user is redirected to the app store.

When the user re-engages with the app they are then 
reattributed to the new campaign source.

From attribution to re-attribution
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We miss you.
Please come back.

Get 10 extra credits

Welcome back

Welcome back!

You just got your
10 extra credits.

Reattri
bution
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The three R’s

Every good app marketer should 
look beyond the install at the three 
R’s retargeting, re-engagement and 

reattribution.R’s
3x

Retargeting lets marketers target specific devices and specific segments. 

Segmentation

User clicks on a 
deep-link 

to a special offer or 
specific view in an app
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Flexible deep-linking with app store fallback 
effectively re-engages users

Not every app user is created equal

Attribution is the art of 
connecting the user to their 
click, app install and their 
in-app engagement.

Data from in-app events can boost acquisition and retention strategies.

Attribution

Beyond the install

High LTVEngaged
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User lifecycle

Data is good

From app 
discovery to 

retaining users, 
app marketing 

is all about 
getting ROI. 
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Retargeting & re-engagement explained


